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Abstract Morphological segmentation has recognised advantages for video 
compression, especially al lower bit rates. A two stage approach has 
traditionally been employeo! to encode the interfame data produced by this 
algorithm: contour coding of the regions selected f o r  transmission, followed by 
coding of the data within the regions. In this paper, an  effective single stage 
conditional arithmetic coder is demonstrated to  successfully accomplish this 
task. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Morphological segmentation has recently been proposed as an alternative method for coding 
interframe data in video sequences [I]  and is being actively investigated in MPEG4. Poor correlation 
properties of the displaced frame difference data (DFD) often lead to ringing artefacts in the 
reconstruction if standard motion-compensated discrete cosine transform (DCT) coders are used. 
Morphological segmentation is a non-‘linear algorithm, which enables the selection or removal of 
frame-to-frame differences based on a shapehize criterion. Being a spatial approach, it offers a lack 
of ringing and edge preservation properties. 
4 3  
Figure 1. Original frame, DFD (absolute value) and update signals created by the morphological segmentation 
algorithm (black denotes inactive and white active areas). Top: ‘Akiyo’, bottom: ‘Foreman’. 
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Morphological segmentation is applied to the DFD data, yielding an ‘update’ signal, which 
typically contains a few motion model failure areas (active areas), surrounded by zero valued pixels. 
These active areas are quantised and selected for transmission (figure 1.). The signal is usually coded 
losslessly by means of a sophisticated two stage algorithm: boundaries of the active areas are coded 
using chain codes [ 1][2], and then pixel values within the contours are encoded. The complexity of 
this approach results from its two-stage nature, and is augmented by the necessity of dealing with 
nested model failure areas. In this paper a simple yet effective algorithm is proposed for the entropy 
coding of the morphologically segmented DFD data. 
2 ENTROPY CODER 
The two-stage approach, discussed above, is replaced with a single stage coder. Although this implies 
that the non-active areas (typically more than 90% of the DFD pixels) must be coded along with the 
active ones, it will be shown that they can be coded using relatively few bits. This is accomplished by 
means of a two state conditional model, depending on the state S of the encoder: 
SI if V,E(X, Y ,  Z}, V=OFF 
S2 if 3, E(X, Y ,  Z}, V = O N  
s = {  
where X, Y,  Z are causal half-plane neighbours of the encoded pixel. An arithmetic coder has been 
employed [3], since it deals well with low entropy signals, facilitates adaptivity and offers a clear 
separation between the modelling and coding. The ‘Silent Voice’, ‘Claire’ and ‘Trevor’ sequences 
have been used for model initialisation rather than a uniform distribution. In addition, in the case of 
the adaptive coder, the rate at which symbols update the model has been empirically optimised. 
Experiments were performed with three types of adaptive approach: 
scheme AI: where the model is reset to the initial distribution at the beginning of every frame; 
scheme A2: where the model is built throughout the whole coding process, such that frame n is 
coded based on the statistics of n-1 previously coded frames; 
scheme A3: in arithmetic coding, a representation of symbol probabilities is stored by coder’s 
model: e.g. in state S, symbols {k ,  , k, , . . . , k,, . . . , kN } are assigned probabilities, corresponding to 
histogram values {hx,, h,, , . . . , h,, , . . . , h ,  } . For efficient coding, the model should be able to trace 
the statistics of the source as closely as possible. This is accomplished by updating the model as 
symbols are coded, i.e. after coding the symbol k, , in state S, , the corresponding symbol 
histogram is set to {hx,,hx2 ,..., h,, + U  ,..., h f l } ,  where U is an arbitrary update term. Due to 
implementation constraints, the sum C h ,  must not exceed some maximum value, Hmx . To 
prevent this from happening, histogram entries h,; are halved whenever their sum approaches Hmx 
. In schemes A1 and A2, coder models corresponding to states SI and S2 were updated at an 
identical rate. Note, however, that due to the nature of the coded signal, the majority of pixels are 
encoded in state SI and only a few (typically 1-5%) in state S2. Intuitively, the statistics of the 
state that occurs less frequently should be updated faster. In order to achieve higher efficiency, the 
following approach was adopted: firstly, the value of the update rate U I  , corresponding to the state 
SI, was fixed and the update rate u2 , corresponding to the state S2 was empirically optimised. The 
procedure was repeated, by varying with u2 fixed. The optimisation is then complete, due to the 
independence of the states, i.e. the fact that if the coder is in state SI then it can not be in S2 and 
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4 5  
c 
update rates coder no. of states symbols/state If,,,,,, 
s 1  s 2  
fixed 2 42 32767 0 0 
A1 2 42 32767 110 110 
A2 2 42 32767 50 50 
A3 2 42 32767 25 900 
3 CODING RESULTS 
The coding algorithm employed consists of a wavelet intrafraime mode (Le Gall’s odd filters [4]) and 
a segmentation based interframe mode. In order to reduce the effect of artificial edges, occurring at 
boundaries of the transmitted update regions, a localised smoothing algorithm was applied as 
described in [5][6].  Table 1. shows arithmetic coder parameters. The results obtained using the 
‘Akiyo’ (24Ox352x8bpp) and ‘Foreman’ (288~352~8bpp)  sequences are summarised in tables 2 and 
3. 
Firstly, a fixed conditional codex was applied. The packing capabilities of this approach alone 
are superior than those of a simple 1’‘ oirder coder. It is clear from tables 2 and 3 that schemes A1 and 
A2 outperform the fixed scheme. Also, A2 outperforms A1 in the case of the ‘Akiyo’ sequence and is 
outperformed by A1 in the case of ‘Foreman’. The percentage difference, however, is minor, due to 
the relatively large frame size, which allows model adaptation within a single frame. In presence of 
channel errors, method A2 is likely to suffer from infinite error propagation. Thus, any advantage 
gained by using A2 will diminish as the bit error rate increases. Restarting the model at the beginning 
of every frame will limit error propagation, as long as the start of the frame can be correctly 
determined at the decoder. Therefore, scheme A1 is deemed a more attractive solution. 
Of all the coders tested, A3 yiellds the best performance. Comparing A3 to Al ,  it is clear that 
bit rate savings have been achieved when coding the active regions. Indeed, the number of bits 
required to code the black areas is slightly higher in the case of A3 than in the case of Al .  This 
merely means that not all the inactive pixels are encoded in state S1 and not all active pixels are 
coded in state S2, and does not imply that the update rates used are not optimal. 
Table 1. Coder parameters. 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
A candidate algorithm for entropy coding the update signal in segmentation-based video coders has 
been proposed. As can be verified, the cost of coding the inactive regions is between 20 and 30% of 
the total bit rate. The algorithm comprises a single entropy coding stage only and avoids the overhead 
of boundary coding. It thus offers an aidvantage of implementation simplicity and possible bit rate 
reduction. Work is ongoing to compare this approach with region coding (exact and approximate) in 
terms of performance and computationall complexity. 
One obvious disadvantage of the proposed method is the need to encode all-black frames, 
such as frames 1-4 of ‘Akiyo’. This car1 be simply remedied by introducing a special ‘empty frame’ 
symbol. 
Outstanding issues include: how fast should a model be updated and whether optimum update 
rates for an adaptive coder can be determined a priori. Intuitively, optimum update rates will depend 
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on the predictability of the signal coded and the proportion of symbols coded in different states. Note 
that the ratio U, /uz  (coder A3) is roughly equal to that of the number of pixels coded in state S2 to 






























































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2. Coding results for ‘Akiyo’ at 48 kbps, mean PSNR=35.85. i and a denote the number of bits required to 
encode the inactive and active areas respectively. 
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Table 3. Coding results for ‘Foreman’ at I92 kbps, mean PSNR=3O.I7. 
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